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T = T(n9 q) is the number of graphs with n unlabelled nodes and 
q undirected edges, each pair of different nodes being not joined or 
joined by a single edge. We write N = n(n — l)/2, so that a graph contains 
at most N edges. We give here asymptotic approximations to T for all 
large n and q. Since T(rc, q) = T(n, N — q\ we suppose q :g N/2 through
out. 

In what follows, A> C and rj denote numbers, not always the same at 
each occurrence. Of these, A and C are positive and independent of 
n and q. A number A denotes any positive number that we may choose, 
while C is a suitable positive number which may depend on any A 
present or implied. Unless we specifically state the contrary, all our 
statements carry the implied condition that q > C and n > C. The 
O-notation refers to the passage of n and q to infinity and the constant 
implied is a C. An rj is any number which is 0(q~c) for some C. 

We write 

An = A(n,«) = B{n(n - l)/2, «}/*!, 

J(v) = vll2{2(\ + logi;)}-1/2, 

K(v) = 2n1/2e-1J(v\ 

Mx) = (1 + Erf x)/2. 

A table of Erf x is given in [1]. We write Kto denote the greatest integer 
such that Flog V ^ 2q. 

Polya [2] proved that T ~ An as n, q -* oo, provided that (N/2) -
q < An, and Oberschelp [5] weakened the condition to (N/2) — q < Cn3,2

9 

In [8], I proved the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. The necessary and sufficient condition that T ~ A„ is that 
fi -> oo as n -• oo. If this condition is satisfied, then T = AM{1 + 0(e~Cfi)}. 

Korsunov [4] stated the following theorem without proof. 

B(h,k) = hl/{k](h-k)\}, 

ix = (2q/ri) - log n, 

S = fiJ(ri), 

Erfx = 2?r1/2 
e~t2dU 
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THEOREM 2. If \x > C then 

r ~ A , e x p ( - 0 / ( l - 0 . 

In [9], I stated results which included. 

THEOREM 3. If\i < -An'112 log w, then T ~ K(V)AV. 

The asymptotic approximation to T in Theorem 3 is independent 
of n. This is the asymptotic analogue of the fact that T(rc, q) = T(2q, q) 
for all n ^ 2q, 

There is an obvious gap between the conditions of Theorems 2 and 3. 
Here I fill this, but the results are a little more complicated. Again for 
applications we require rather more accurate information than that 
given in Theorems 2 and 3; we must replace the implied factor 1 + o(l) 
by 1 + rj. Theorems 2 and 3 are replaced by the following theorems. 

THEOREM 4. If> > AniA~1)/2, then 

T=Anexp(-e-<l){l - e'T^l + rj). 

THEOREM 5. ƒƒ> < -An'1'2 logn, then T = K(V)AV(1 + rj). 

The next two theorems are best understood if we remark that 

A(-x) = {<T*7(2x)}(l + 0(x"2)) 

if x is large and positive and that X(x) -> 1 as x -• + oo. 

THEOREM 6. If \x < An~i/2 (logn)1/2, so that ô < A, then 

T= X{-Ô)K{V)AV{\ +ri). 

THEOREM 7. IfO^vS n~1/4, then 

T= K(n)eô2X(-ô)An(l + rj). 

The intervals of values of q in the hypotheses of our theorems now 
overlap. From our results we can deduce the following two theorems 
which we shall find useful in applications, especially to the improvement 
of the result in [10] about the probability of connectedness of an un
labeled graph. We write R(n, q) = T(n, q + l)/7(n, q). 

THEOREM 8. If n log n g 2q <. N - 2, then 

R(n,q) = (N- q)(q + I ) " 1 ! ! + 0(minfo,<Tc"))}. 

If C <2q^n log n, then R(n, q) = (V2/2q){l + rj). 

THEOREM 9. If n> C and 1 ^ q S (N/2) - 1, then T(n, q + 1) > 
T(n,q). 
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In Theorem 9 alone we set aside the condition q > C implied elsewhere. 
The result of Theorem 9 is false for n = 5, when N = 10 and T(5,4) 
= T(5, 5) = 6, but it is true (from the tables [6]) for 6 S n ^ 18. One 
would expect it to be true for all n ^ 6, but I cannot prove this. 

Korsunov [4] extends his result (Theorem 2 above) with appropriate 
modifications to other classes of graphs. All my results here can be 
similarly extended, for example, to the eight different classes considered 
in [3] and [7], but I confine myself to the one class of graphs for sim
plicity. 
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